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On Feb 28th 2005, the Resolution of National People's Congress on the Administration of Judicial Appraisal (the “Resolution”) was issued, which boosted the reformation of Computer Forensic Legal System in China and accelerated the coordination of Computer Forensic Legal System with China's national condition and the judicial system. China comes up methods to ensure the neutral status and independent operation of judicial experts and judicial expertise institutions, also incessantly reinforces supervision and training of them. My lecture this time will introduce the way China takes to develop and reform the computer forensic legal system, and mainly includes the following points:

• The general concept of computer forensic legal system in China.
• The stages of the reformation of computer forensic legal system in China, contradictions encountered during the reformation and the solutions.
• How to become computer judicial experts in China and the rights and obligations of them.
• How to set up and manage computer judicial expertise institutions in China.
• The generation of judicial opinions in lawsuits.
• How to sworn evidence on judicial opinions.
• Case: The Judicial Expert Opinion on Nimaya—a computer virus which aims at destructing computer systems.
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